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ABSTRACT
The effects of a light water reactor (LWR) coolant

environment on the fatigue resistance of materials is not
explicitly addressed in the ASME Code design fatigue curves.
Existing fatigue strain–vs.–life (S–N) data illustrate potentially
significant effects of LWR coolant environments on the fatigue
life of piping and pressure vessel steels. In this paper, we
discuss the influence of reactor environments on the mechanism

of fatigue crack initiation. Decreased fatigue lives of carbon
and low–alloy steels in water with high dissolved oxygen are
caused primarily by the effects of environment on the growth of
short cracks that are <100 pm deep. In L WR environments, the
growth of these small cracks occurs by a slip
oxidationldissolution process. A fracture mechanics approach
has been used to evaluate the effects of environment on fatigue

crack initiation. The fatigue life, defined as the number of
cycles required to form an engineering–size crack, i.e., a
3–mm4eep crack, is considered to be composed of the growth

of micro structurally and mechanically small cracks. The
growth of the latter is characterized in terms of AJ and
crack–growth–rate (da/dN) data in air and LWR environments.
The growth of microstructurally small cracks is expressed by a
modified Hobson relationship in air and by the slip
oxidationfdissolution model in water. The estimated fatigue S-
N curves agree well with the experimental data for carbon and
low–alloy steels in air and water environments.

INTRODUCTION
The formation of surface cracks and their growth as shear

and tensile cracks to an engineering size (i.e., 3 mm deep)
constitute the fatigue life of a material, which is represented by
stress– or strain amplitude–vs.–fatigue life (S–N) curves.
These curves define, for a given stress or strain amplitude, the
number of cycles needed to form an engineering-size crack.

Cyclic loadings on a structural component occur because of
changes in mechanical and thermal loadings as the system
passes from one load set (e.g., pressure, temperature, moment,
and force loading) to any other load set. For each load set, an
individual fatigue usage factor is determined by the ratio of the
number of cycles anticipated during the lifetime of the

component to the allowable cycles. Figures I–9. 1 through I–9.6
of Appendix I to Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code specify fatigue design curves that define the
allowable number of cycles as a function of applied–stress
amplitude. The cumulative usage factor (CUF) is the sum of
the individual usage factors, and the ASME Code Section III
requires that the CUF at each location must not exceed 1.

The current ASME Code design fatigue curves are based
on strain+ ontrolled fatigue tests of small polished specimens in
air at room temperature. The design fatigue curves have been

obtained by first adjusting the best-fit curves to the
experimental data for mean stress effects and then decreasing

the adjusted curves by a factor of 2 on stress or 20 on cycles,
whichever was more conservative, at each point on the curve.
These factors were intended to account for the differences and
uncertainties in relating fatigue lives of laboratory test
specimens to those of actual reactor components. The factors
of 2 and 20 are not safety margins but rather conversion factors
that must be applied to the experimental data to obtain
reasonable estimates of the lives of actual reactor components.

The effects of light water reactor (LWR) coolant
environments on fatigue resistance of a material are not
explicitly addressed in the Code design fatigue curves. Existing
fatigue S–N data illustrate potentially significant effects of
LWR coolant environments on the fatigue resistance of carbon
steels (CSS), low–alloy steels (LASS) (Chopra and Shack, 1997,

1998a, 1998b, 1999; Chopra and Muscara, 2000), and austenitic
stainless steels (Chopra and Gavenda, 1998; Chopra and Smith,

1998; Chopra, 1999, Chopra and Muscara, 2000). The key
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parameters that influ@ice fatigue life in LWR environments are
temperature, &soIveci oxygen (DO) level in the water, loading
or strain rate, and strain (or stress) amplitude; for carbon and
low–alloy steels, the sulfur content of the steel is also
important. Under certain environmental and loading
conditions, the environmental effects alone substantially exceed
the factor of 20 on life that is used to account for the differences
between specimen tests and component behavior.

The objective of this paper is to use crack growth data and
fracture mechanics analysis to examine the fatigue S-N
behavior of carbon ancl low-alloy steels in air and LWR
environments. The influence of reactor environments on the
mechanism of fatigue crack initiation is discussed, Fatigue life
is considered to be compc)sed of the growth of microstructurally
small cracks ( MSCS) and mechanically small cracks. The
growth of the latter has been characterized in terms of the
J–integral range AJ and crack–growth–rate (CGR) data in air

and LWR environments. The growth of microstructurally small
cracks in air is expressed by a modified version of the
relationship presented by Hobson (1982) and by the slip
dissolution/oxidation process (Ford et al., 1993) in water.

MECHANISM OF FATIGUE CRACK INITIATION
The formation of surface cracks and their growth as shear

(Stage I) and tensile (Stage II) cracks to an engineering size (3
mm deep) constitute the fatigue life of a material, which is
represented by the fatigue S–N curves. The curves speci~, for

a given stress or strain amplitude, the number of cycles needed
to form an engineering crack. During fatigue loading of smooth
test specimens, surface cracks 10 ~m or longer form quite early
in life (i. e., <1 00/~ of life) at surface irregularitiesor

discontinuities either already in existence or produced by slip

bands, grain boundaries, second–phase particles, etc. (Miller,
1985; Tokaji et al., 1988; Gavenda et al., 1997; Obrtlik et al.,
1997; Chopra and Shack:, 1998a). Consequently, fatigue life
may be considered tcl be composed entirely of crack
propagation (Miller, 1995).

Growth of these surface cracks may be divided into two
regimes; an initial period, which involves growth of MSCS, that
is very sensitive to microstructure and is characterized by

decelerating crack growth (Region AB in Fig. 1), and a
propagation period, that involves growth of mechanically small
cracks that can be lpredicted by fracture mechanics
methodology and is characterized by accelerating crack growth
(Region BC in Fig. 1). Mechanically small cracks, which
correspond to Stage II, cm tensile, cracks are characterized by
striated crack growth and a fracture surface normal to the
maximum principal stress. Conventionally, the former has been
defined as the initiation stage and is considered sensitive to
stress or strain amplitude, and the latter has been defined as the
propagation stage and is less sensitive to strain amplitude. The

characterization and understanding of both the crack initiation

and crack propagation stage are important for accurate

estimates of the fatigue lives of structural materials.
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustrations of (a) growth of short cracks in
smooth specimens as a function of fatigue ll~efraction

and (b) crack velocity as a function of crack length.

LEFM = linear elastic fracture mechanics; EPFM =

elastic plastic fracture mechanics.

Reduction of fatigue life in high–temperature water has
often been attributed to easier crack initiation, because surface
micropits that are present in high–temperature water act as
stress raisers and provide preferred sites for the formation of
fatigue cracks (Nagata et al., 1991). However, experimental
data do not support this argument the fatigue lives of carbon
and low–alloy steel specimens that have been preoxidized at
288°C in high–DO water and then tested in air are identical to
those of unoxidized specimens (Fig. 2) (Chopra and Shack,
1998a). If the presence of micropits was responsible for the
reduction in life, specimens preexposed to high-DO water and
tested in air should show a decrease in life. Also, the fatigue
limit of these steels should be lower in water than in air. Data
obtained from specimens in high–DO water indicate that the
fatigue limit is either the same as, or =20% higher, in water
than in air (Chopra and Shack, 1998a, b).
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Fig. 2. Effects of environment on formation of fatigue cracks in carbon and low–al[oy steels. Preoxidized specimens were
exposed at 288°C for 30-100 h in water with 06–0. 8 ppm dissolved oxygen.

Fig. 3.
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Number of cracks ~ 10 pm long along longitudinal section of fatiglle specimens of (a) A 106 Gr B carbon steel and

(b) A533 Gr B low-alloy steel tested in various environments. Number of cracks represents the average value along a
7–mm gauge length.

Furthermore, if reduction in life is caused by easier
formation of cracks, the specimens tested in high–DO water
should show more cracks. Figure 3 shows plots of the number
of cracks >10 pm long, along longitudinal sections of the gauge

length of Al 06–Gr B and A533–Gr B specimens as a function
of strain range in air, simulated PWR environment, and
high–DO water at two strain rates. The results show that with
the exception of the LAS tested in simulated PWR water,
environment has no effect on the tlequency (number per unit
gauge length) of cracks. For similar loading conditions, the
number of cracks in the specimens tested in air and high–DO
water is identical, although fatigue life is lower by a factor of
=8 in water. Detailed metallographic evaluation of the fatigue
test specimens indicates that the water environment has little or
no effect on the formation of surface microcracks. Irrespective
of environment, cracks in carbon and low–alloy steels initiate
along slip bands, carbide particles, or at the ferrite/pearlite
phase boundaries.

The enhanced growth rates of long cracks in pressure
vessel and piping steels in LWR environments have been

attributed to either slip oxidation/dissolution (Ford, 1986) or
hydrogen–induced cracking (Hanninen et al., 1986). Both
mechanisms depend on the rates of oxide rupture, passivation,
and liquid diffusion. Therefore, it is often difficult to

differentiate between the two processes or to establish their
relative contributions to crack growth in LWR environments.

Studies on crack initiation in smooth fatigue specimens
(Gavenda et al., 1997) indicate that the decrease in fatigue life
of CSS and LASS in LWR environments is caused primarily by
the effects of environment on the growth of cracks <100 km
deep. When compared with CGRS in air, growth rates in
high–DO water are nearly two orders of magnitude higher for
cracks that are <100 pm deep and one order of magnitude
higher for cracks that are >100 pm deep. Metallographic
examination of test specimens indicates that in high–DO water,
surface cracks <100 ~m–deep grow entirely as tensile cracks

normal to the stress, whereas in air or simulated PWR
environments, they are at an angle of 45° to the stress axis
(Fig. 4) (Gavenda et al., 1997). Also, for CSS, cracks <100pm
deep propagate across both the soft ferrite and hard pearlite
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Photomicrographs of fatigue cracks along gauge sections of A 106-Gr. B carbon steel in (a) air and

(b) high--DO water at 288°C

(a) (b)
Fig, 5. Photomicrographs offatigue cracks on gauge surfaces of A 106–Gr. B Iow–a[loy steel in (a) air and

(b) high--DO water at 288°C

regions, whereas in air, they propagate only along soft ferrite
regions. The crack morphology on the specimen surface also

differs in air and water environments (Fig. 5); surface cracks in
high–DO water are always straight and normal to the stress
axis, whereas in air or simulated PWR environments, they are
mostly at 45° to the stress axis. The different crack
morphology, absence of Stage I crack growth, and propagation
of near–surface cracks across pearlite regions indicate that in
high-DO water, growth c~fMSCS occurs predominantly by the
slip oxidation/dissolution process.

In high–DO water, crack initiation in CSS and LASS may

be explained as follows: surface microcracks form quite early in
fatigue life. During cyclic loading, the protective oxide film is
ruptured at strains greatsr than the fracture strain of surface
oxides, and the microcracks grow by anodic dissolution of the
freshly exposed surface to crack lengths greater than the critical
length of MSCS. These mechanically small cracks grow to
engineering size, and their growth, which is characterized by
accelerating rates, can be predicted by fracture mechanics
methodology.

FATIGUE S–N DATA IN LWR ENVIRONMENTS
The fatigue lives of both carbon and low–alloy steels are

decreased in LWR environments; the reduction in life depends
on temperature, strain rate, DO level in the water, and sulfur
content of the steel (Chopra and Shack, 1998a, 1998b, 1999;
Chopra and Muscara, 2000; Higuchi and Iida, 199 1; Higuchi et
al., 1997; Higuchi, 1999). Statistical models based on existing
fatigue S–N data have been developed for estimating fatigue
lives of these steels in air and LWR enviromnents (Chopra and
Shack, 1998a, 1999; Chopra and Muscara, 2000). The effects
of the critical parameters on fatigue life and their threshold
values, as well as the statistical models for estimating fatigue
life in air and LWR environments, have been presented in a
companion paper at this conference.

INITIAL CRACK SIZE
Studies on crack initiation in smooth fatigue specimens

indicate that surface cracks form quite early in life. Smith et al.
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(1996) detected 10-pm deep surface cracks at temperatures up

to 700°C in Waspalloy. Hussain et al. (1994) examined the
growth of =20–pm-deep surface cracks through four or more
grains. Tokaji et al. (1986a, b, 1988, 1992) defined crack
initiation as the formation of a 10–~m-deep crack. Gavenda et
al. (1997) reported that in room–temperature air, 10–~mcleep

cracks form early during fatigue life, i.e., <1 0°/0 of fatigue life.
Suh et al. (1985, 1990) reported that a crack is said to have
initiated when any crack-like mark grows across a grain
bounda~, or when the separation of grain boundaries becomes
clear. Based on these results, it is reasonable to assume the

initial depth of MSCS to be =10 pm.

TRANSITION FROM MICROSTRUCTURALLY SMALL
TO MECHANICALLY SMALL CRACK

Various criteria may be used to define the crack length for

transition from microstructurally small to mechanically smali
crack. They may be related to the plastic zone size, crack
length–vs.–fatigue life (a–N) curve, Weibull distribution of the
cumulative probability of fracture, stress range–vs.–crack
length curve, or grain size. The results indicate that the crack

length for transition from MSC to mechanically small crack
depends on applied stress and microstructure of the material.
Plastic Zone

de los Rios et al., (1992, 1996) and Lankford (1977, 1982,
1985) defined the transition from small to large cracks as the
crack length at which the size of the linear elastic fracture
mechanics (LEFM) plastic zone exceeds a grain diameter.
Crack Len~th–vs.–Fatime Life Curve

Obrtlik et al. (1997) divided the fatigue crack length
a–vs.–fatigue life N curves into two regimes: MSCS, in which
the dependence of crack length on fatigue life can be
represented by a straight line; and mechanically small cracks, in
which fatigue crack growth is represented by an exponential
function fit of the experimental data.
Weibull Distribution of the Cumulative Probability of Fracture

Suh et al. (1985, 1990) used the knee in the Weibull
distribution of cumulative probability of fracture to define the
transition from shear crack growth to tensile crack growth. The
knee occurred in the range of 3–5 grain diameters.
Stress Ran!ze-vs.-Crack Lemz.th Curve

Kitagawa and Takahashi (1976) and Taylor and Knott
(198 1) used the stress range–vs.-crack length curve to
discriminate a MSC from a mechanically small crack. For
crack lengths >500 Lm, plots of the threshold stress range for

fatigue crack growth (A@ vs. crack length yield a straight line,
i.e., the threshold stress intensity factor (AKt~) is constant. For
crack lengths <500 ~m, AO~l, deviates from the linear
relationship and approaches a constant value as the crack length
becomes smaller. The constant value of Aotl, is approximately

The crack length at which the AOt~ vs. crack length curve

changes from a linear relationship to a constant value is used to
define the transition from microstructurally small to
mechanically small cracks.
Grain Size

Tokaji et al. (1986a, 1988, 1992) estimated the transition

crack length to be about 8 times the microstructural unit size.
Ravichandran (1997) reported that large fluctuations in crack
shape or aspect ratio occur at crack lengths of approximately a
few grain diameters (typically five or fewer grain diameters).
Hussain et al. (1994) observed that fatigue CGRS decreased

systematically at microstructural heterogeneities up to a length
of three or four grain diameters. Dowling (1977) reported that
the J-integral correlation is not valid for surface crack lengths
<10 crystallographic grain diameters.

The above studies indicate that the crack length for
transition from MSC to mechanically small crack is a fi,mction

of applied stress and microstructure of the material; actual value
may range from 150 to 250 pm. A constant value of =200 pm
was assumed for convenience, for both carbon and low–alloy
steels; it is the initial size for mechanically small cracks.

FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH RATES
Air Environment

The growth rates da/dN (mm/cycle) of MSCS, i.e., fkom 10

to 200 ~m, in air can be represented by the Hobson relationship
(Hobson, 1982; Miller, 1985; Brown, 1986; Carbonell and
Brown, 1986)

da/dN = Al (Ao)n’ (d– a), (1)

where a is the length (mm) of the predominant crack, ACTis the

stress range (MPa), constant A I and exponent n 1 are determined
from existing fatigue S–N data, and d is the material constant
related to grain size. The values of Al and nl for carbon and

low–alloy steels at room temperature and reactor operating
temperatures are given in Table 1. A value of 0.3 mm was used
for the material constant d. Also, because growth rates increase
significantly with decreasing crack length, a constant growth
rate was assumed for crack lengths smaller than 0.075 mm.
The appIied stress range A o is determined from
Ramberg–Osgood relations given by Eqs. A 1–A5 of the
Appendix, it represents the value at fatigue half–life.

Table 1. Values of the constants A I and n I in Equation 1

Steel Type Temperature Al nl

Carbon Room 3.33 x 10-41 13.13

Operating 9.54 x 10-34 10.03

Low-Alloy Room 1.45 x 10-36 11.10

Operating 1.07 x 10-43 13.43

I
equal to the fatigue limit of a smooth specimen of the material.



The growth rates of mechanically smail cracks in air are
estimated from Eq. A8 of the Appendix. A factor of 1.22
enhancement in growth rates was used at reactor operating

temperatures.

LWR Environment
A model based on oxide film rupture and anodic

dissolution (or slip dissolution/oxidation model) was proposed
by Ford et al., (1993) to incorporate the effects of LWR
environments on fatigue lives of CSS and LASS. The model
considers that a thermodynarnicall y stable protective oxide film

forms on the surface to ensure that the crack will propagate
with a high aspect ratio without degrading into a blunt pit, and

that a strain increment is required to rupture the oxide film,
thereby exposing the underlying matrix to the environment.

Once the passive oxide film is ruptured, crack extension is
controlled by dissolution of freshly exposed surfaces and by
oxidation characteristics. Ford and Andresen (1995) proposed
that the average crack growth rate da/dt (cm/s) is related to the
crack tip strain rate & (s-’) by the relationship

da/dt = AL ($CL)“2 , (2)

where the constant A2 and exponent n2 depend on the material
and environmental conditions at the crack tip. A lower limit of
crack propagation rate is associated with blunting when the
crack tip cannot keep up with the general corrosion rate of the
crack sides or when a critical level of sulfide ions cannot be
maintained at the crack tip. The crack propagation rate at
which this transition occurs may depend on the DO level, flow
rate, etc. Based on these factors, the maximum and minimum
environmentally assistecl crack propagation rates have been
defined by Ford et al. (1993), Ford and Andresen (1995), and
Ford (1996). For crack–tip sulfide ion concentrations above the
critical level, CGR is expressed as

da/dt = 2.25 X 10q(ECt)035; (3a)

for crack–tip sulfide ion concentrations below the critical level,
it is expressed as

da/dt = 10-2( EC,)lO. (3b)

However, the growth rates predicted by Eqs. 3a and 3b are

somewhat higher than thc~se observed experimentally (Gavenda
et al., 1997). To be consistent with the experimental data, the
constants in Eqs. 3a and 3b were decreased by a factor of 3.2
and 2.5, respectively. Assuming that LCt is approximately the
same as the applied strain rate, &, and crack advance due to
mechanical fatigue is insignificant during the initial stages of
fatigue damage, crack i~dvance per cycle from Eq. 3a for
significant environmental effects is given by

da/dN = 7.03 X 10-5(A8 – &J( &)-0G5, (4a)

and from Eq. 3b for moderate environmental effects is given by

da/’dN = 4.00 X 10-3(AE - e~), (4b)

where &,PPis the applied strain rate (s-’) and &fis the threshold
strain range needed to rupture the oxide film; ~ was assumed to

be 0.0023 and 0.0029, respectively, for CSS and LASS. For
strain rates >=0.3°A/s, da/dN is lower from Eq. 4a than from
Eq. 4b. Also, existing fatigue S–N data indicate that strain rate
effects on life saturate at =0.00 10A/s (Chopra and Shack,
1998a). Therefore, Eq. 4a can be applied at rates between
0.003 and 0.00001 s-’, i ~PPis assumed to be 0.003 s-l for higher
values, and 0.00001 s-’ for lower values. Equations 4a and 4b

assume that the stress–free state for the surface oxide film is at
peak compressive stress.

Studies on crack initiation and crack growth in smooth
fatigue specimens indicate that the reference fatigue CGR
curves (Fig. A 1 in the Appendix) for carbon and low–alloy
steels in LWR environments are somewhat higher than those
determined experimentally from the growth of mechanically
small cracks in LWR environments (Gavenda et al., 1997).
Furthermore, using the reference CGR curves and fracture
mechanics analyses to examine the fatigue S-N behavior of
these steels in LWR environments yields conservative results.
Therefore, the reference fatigue CGR curves were modified to
estimate the growth rates of mechanically small cracks; the
modified curves are shown in Fig. 6. The threshold values of
AK (MPam112) are given by

~b = 10.118°326, (5a)

and

AKC= 32.038°326, (5b)

where rise time 8 is in seconds.

Fig. 6.
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Environmental effects on fatigue life are moderate when

any one of the threshold environmental conditions is not
satistled, e.g., temperature < 150°C, DO <0.05 ppm, strain rate
> 10/O/Sor strain range is below the critical value. For moderate

environmental effects, the growth rates of mechanically small

cracks are represented by the curves for materials not
susceptible to environmentally assisted cracking (EAC), and

those of MSCs, by either Eq. 4b or Eq. 1, whichever yields the
higher value. For example, at high strain ranges, growth rates

determined from Eq. I can be higher than those determined

from Eq. 4b, i.e., mechanical factors control crack growth and
environmental effects are insignificant.

Environmental effects on fatigue life are significant when
all of the threshold conditions are satisfied, e.g., temperature
2 150°C, DO 20.05 ppm, strain rate <1 O/O/S,and strain range is
above the critical value. A minimum threshold sulfur content

of 0.005 wt. O/Owas also considered, i.e., sulfur content must
also be >0.005 wt. O/i for significant environmental effects on
fatigue life. When all five threshold conditions are satisfied,

the growth rates of mechanically small cracks are represented
by the curve for materials susceptible to EAC for AK values
below AK~, by the curve for materials not susceptible to EAC at
AK values above AK,, and by the transition curve for -
in–between values of AK. The growth rates of MSCS are
represented by either Eq. 4a or Eq. 1, whichever yields the
higher value.

ESTIMATES OF FATIGUE LIFE
The existing fatigue S–N data for carbon and low–alloy

steels in air and LWR environments were examined with the
present model, in which fatigue life consists of the growth of
MSCS and mechanically small cracks. The former may be
defined as the initiation stage and represents the growth of
MSCS from 10 to 200 pm. The growth of mechanically small
cracks may be defined as the propagation stage and represents
the growth of fatigue cracks from 200 to 3000 pm. During the
initiation stage, the growth of MSCS is expressed by a modified
Hobson relationship in air (Eq. 1) and by the slip
dissolution/oxidation process in water (Eqs. 4a or 4b). During
the propagation stage, the growth of mechanically small cracks
is characterized in terms of the J–integral range AJ and CGR
data in air and L WR environments (Fig. 3). The correlations
for calculating the stress range, stress intensity range AK,
J–integral range AJ, and the CGRS for long cracks in air are
given in the appendix. For the cylindrical fatigue specimens,
the stress intensity ranges AK were determined tlom the values
of the J–integral range AJ. Although AJ is often computed only
for that portion of the loading cycle during which the crack is
open, in the present study, the entire hysteresis loop was used
when we estimated AJ (Dowling, 1977). The stress intensities
associated with conventional cylindrical fatigue specimens
were modified according to the correlations developed by

O’Donnell and O’Donnell (1995). Typical CGRS and crack
growth behavior during fatigue crack initiation in air and water
environments are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.



Experimental values of fatigue life and those predicted

from the present model in air and low– and high–DO water are
plotted in Fig. 9. The predicted fatigue lives in air show
excellent agreement with the experimental data; the predicted
values in LWR environments, particularly in high–DO water,
are slightly lower than the experimental values. The
differences in predicted and experimental fatigue lives in LWR
environments are most likely due to crack closure effects that
are expected to be significant at low strain amplitudes. The
fatigue S–N curves developed from the present model and those

obtained from the statistical models in air and in PWR and
BWR environments are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively.

SUMMARY
The influence of reactor environments on the mechanism

of fatigue crack initiation is discussed. Decreased fatigue lives
of carbon and low–alloy steels in high–DO water are caused

101+4.s.+– , ,!, $,1 t 1 < 4-
1o~ lo? 103 I@ IF I@ , 07

Obseived Life (Cycles)

, o~ , ~z , ~3 Id IN 10$ 1$

Observed Life (Cycles)

primarily by the effects of environment on the growth of small
cracks <100 ~m deep. In LWR environments, the growth of
these small fatigue cracks in carbon and low–alloy steels occurs

by a slip oxidation/dissolution process.
To predict the fatigue lives of carbon and low-alloy steels

in air and LWR environments, we used fracture mechanics

approach in which we consider fatigue life to be composed of
the growth of microstructurally and mechanically small cracks.
The growth of the former cracks is very sensitive to

microstructure and is characterized by decelerating crack
growth, that of the latter, which can be predicted by fracture
mechanics methodology, is characterized by accelerating crack
growth, and has been characterized in terms of the J–integral
range AJ and CGR data in air and LWR environments. The
growth of MSCS is expressed by a modified Hobson
relationship in air and by the slip dissolution/oxidation process
in water. The crack length for transition from microstructurally
small crack to mechanically small crack was

E,+...;........!
~ ~gg

1 & &........... .....j.

I 01 102 l@ lM I* 106 j 07

ObSerWd Life (CycleS)

Fig. 9. Experimentally observed values offatigue Ife of carbon and low–alloy steels VS. those predicted by the present model in

air and water environments
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Fatigue strain-vs.-llfe curves developedfiom the present

based on studies of small crack growth.. Fatigue lives
estimated from the present model show good agreement with
the experimental data for carbon and low–alloy steels in air and
LWR environments. At low strain amplitudes, i.e., fatigue
lives of >104 cycles, the predicted lives in water are slightly
lower than those observed experimentally, most likely because
of the effects of crack closure.
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model for carbon and low–alloy steels in L WR environments

APPENDIX
Cvclic Stress Ram.ze

The cyclic stress–strain response of carbon and low–alloy

steels varies with steel type, temperature, and strain rate. In
general, these steels exhibit initial cyclic hardening, followed
by cyclic softening or a saturation stage. The CSS, with a
pearlite and ferrite structure and low yield stress, show
significant initial hardening. The LASS, which consist of

tempered ferrite and a bainite structure, exhibit a relatively high
yield stress, and show little or no initial hardening, may exhibit
cyclic softening at high strain ranges. At 200–370”C, these
steels exhibit dynamic strain aging, which leads to enhanced
cyclic hardening, a secondary hardening stage, and negative
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strain rate sensitivity. Under the conditions of dynamic strain
aging, cyclic stress increases with decreases in strain rate.

The cyclic stress range vs. strain range relationship is
expressed by the modified Ramberg–Osgood relationship given
by

A&= (AalE) + (A01A3 )“3, (AI)

where E is Young’s modulus, constant A3 and exponent n3 are

determined from the experimental data, and cyclic stress range
corresponds to the value at half–life. At room temperature, the
relationship of cyclic stress range Acr (MPa) to strain range
A&(%) for CSS may be represented by

A: = (Ao/20 10) + (A&766. l)@~OTJ, (A2)

and for LASS, by

A&= (Acs/20 10)+ (Acr/847.4)(11° 1T3J. (A3)

The effect of strain rate cm the cyclic stress–strain curve is not

considered at room temperature. At 288”C, the cyclic
stress–strain curves may be represented by the correlations
developed by Chopra and Shack ( 1998a). For CSS, the curve is
given by the relationship

AE = (Ac/1965) + (Ao/Asig)((10129), (A4a)

where Asig varies with the strain rate k (o/o/s) expressed as

Asig = 1079.7 – 50.9 log(6). (A4b)

For LASS, the curve is given by the relationship

A~ = (Adl 965) + (AcYBsig)tljO1 ‘o), (A5a)

where Bsig is expressed as

Bsig= 961.8 –30.3 log(i). (A5b)

Stress Intensitv Factor Ran=
For cylindrical fatigue specimens, the range of stress

intensity factor AK was determined from the value of the
J–integral range AJ, which, for a small semicircular surface
crack, is given by Dowling (1977) as

A.J= 3.2 (Acs2/2E) a + 5 [A~ A~(S + 1)] a, (A6a)

where A% is plastic strain range (’?/0) (second term in the
Ramberg Osgood relationship) and S is the reciprocal of the
strain hardening exponent n in Eq. A 1. The stress intensity
factor range AK is obtained Ilom

AK= (E AJ)]IZ, (A6b)

where E is the elastic modulus. Equation A6a incorporates a
combined surface and flaw shape correction factor Fs of 0.714,

which is derived from equivalent linear elastic solutions; Eq. 3a
is valid as long as the crack size is very small when compared
with the specimen diameter. For conventional fatigue tests, life
is defined as the number of cycles for the tensile stress to
decrease 25’?40from the peak or steady–state value, i.e., the
crack–depth–to-spec imen-diameter ratio can be as high as 0.4.

Therefore, the geometrical correction factor F, for a small

semicircular surface crack was modified according to the
correlation developed by O’Donnell and O’Donnell (1995):

F,= 0.6911 + 1.2685 (a/D) – 5.6638 (a/D)a +

21.511 (a/D)s, (A7)

where D is specimen diameter. For conventional fatigue tests

on cylindrical specimens, F~ may increase up to 1.7.
The J–integral range AJ is calculated from the ranges of

cyclic stress and plastic strain, determined from stable
hysteresis loops, ie., at fatigue half–life. In general, AJ is
computed only for that portion of the loading cycle during
which the crack is open. For fully reversed cyclic loading, the

crack opening point can be identified as the point where the
curvature of the Ioad–vs.displacement line changed before the
peak compressive load. [n the present study, evidence of a
crack opening point was observed for cracks that had grown
relatively large, i.e., near the end of fatigue life. Therefore, as
recommended by Dowling (1977), the entire hysteresis loop
was used in estimating AJ.

Crack Growth Rate
The fatigue CG Rs da/dN of structural materials are

characterized in terms of the range of applied stress intensity
factor AK and are given in Article A-4300 of Section XI of the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. For a stress ratio R in
the range of –2 <R <O, the reference fatigue CGRS da/dN
(mm/cycle) of carbon and low–alloys steels exposed to air
environments are given by

da/dN = 3.78 X 10-9 (AK)307, (A8)

where AK = K,m~X, the maximum stress intensity factor

(MPa”m1j2). However, the effect of temperature is not

considered in Eq. A8; CGRS are generally higher at 288°C than
at room temperature (Logsdon and Liaw, 1985). The results of
Logsdon and Liaw indicate that for both CSS and LASS, CGRS
are =22°/0 higher at 288°C than at room temperature.

Section XI of the ASME Code also includes CGR curves
for these steels exposed to LWR environments. The growth
rates are represented by two curves for low and high values of
AK. However, the curves do not consider the effects of loading
rate. Recent experimental results have shown the importance

of key variables of material, environment, and loading rate on
CGRS in LWR environments. Fatigue CGR correlations have
been developed to explicitly consider the effects of loading
rate, stress ratio R, AK, and sulfur content in the steel (Eason et

al., 1994). The new correlations, shown in Fig. A 1, are divided
into two categories: (a) for materials not susceptible to
environmental effects, e.g., when sulfur content in the steel is
low, CGRS are a factor of 2.8 higher than those in air; and
(b) for materials susceptible to environmental effects, e.g.,
when sulfur content in the steel is high, CGRS are defined in
terms of rise time 6, stress ratio R, and AK.
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Fig. A1. Proposed reference fatigue crack ~owth rate curves

for carbon and low–alloy steels in L WR environments
for a rise time of 100s andR = -I

The correlations in Fig. A 1 correspond to a rise time of

100 s and Klni~<O, e.g., fully reversed cyclic loading; R is set to
zero. The various threshold values of AK (MPa.ml/~ are given
by

AKa = 14.1566°125, (A9a)

AKb = 7.691 f3°32G, (A9b)

AKC = 27.1860°326, (A9c)

AKd = 44.3086°326, (A9d)

where rise time (3 is in seconds.
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